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Introduction

¨ How do we classify brain tumours?
¨ How to brain tumours cause problems?
¨ What can surgery achieve?
¨ How do we decide which operation to do?

¤ Approaches
¤ Surgical goals



Classification of Brain Tumours

¨ >100 types of tumour in the most recent WHO 
Classification of Tumours

¨ Most helpful classification is
¤ Intrinsic: within the brain substance eg gliomas

n Infiltrative
n Circumscribed

¤ Extrinsic: outside the brain substance eg meningioma
n Often involve the cranial nerves or blood vessels



How do brain tumours present?

¨ Raised pressure in the head
¤ Headache, vomiting, visual disturbance
¤ Large tumours
¤ Hydrocephalus

¨ Focal Neurological Deficit
¨ Seizures

¤ Focal
¤ Generalised

¨ Hormone Dysfunction



What can surgery achieve?

¨ 1. Diagnosis
¤ Biopsy

n Open
n Frameless stereotaxy/neuronavigation
n Frame based
n Endoscopic

n Through ventricle
n Through sphenoid sinus

n At the time of debulking

¨ Diagnosis guides prognosis, adjuvant therapies, 
follow up



Neuronavigation



Guidance and Planning



Frame Based Biopsy



Endoscopic Biopsies



What can surgery achieve?

¨ 2. Debulking
¤ Benign tumours

n Taking pressure off surrounding structures

¤ Aggressive tumours
n Cytoreduction as an adjunct to radiotherapy/chemotherapy

¨ 3. Complete Removal
¤ Can cure a subset of well circumscribed tumours
¤ Depends 



Which operation should we do?

¨ Histopathology of tumour is key
¤ May be apparent from radiology
¤ Biopsy

¨ Intra- or Extra- axial tumours
¨ Relationship to cranial nerves, blood vessels and 

eloquent brain
¨ Surgical corridors

¤ Use natural anatomical spaces
¤ Use space created by tumour



Glioblastoma Muliforme



Meningioma



Conclusions

¨ Neurosurgery for Tumours
¤ Diagnosis
¤ Remove bulk

¨ The approach and technique used depends on 
¤ Pathology
¤ Extent of tumour
¤ Surrounding structures


